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DANTE (V.O.)
In the late 21st century, the world
had been taken over by Vampires...
FADE FROM BLACK:
EXT. UNKNOWN CITY-NIGHT.
A burning catholic church attracts a few darkened figures.
DANTE (V.O.)
A race of bloodthirsty tyrants
willing to do anything to get their
way.
FADE TO:
A painting of Vlad the Impaler appears.
DANTE (V.O.)
After their leader, Prince Vlad
Dracul the Third was executed by
the man known as VAN HELSING, they
swore revenge.
The painting burns as Vlad’s face takes a hideous
vampire-like form.
FADE TO:
EXT. UNKNOWN CITY-NIGHT.
A group of men in body armor are at the burning Catholic
Church.
DANTE (V.O.)
I am Helsing’s great descendant.I
stand with the resistance... And
this is our last stand.
They observe the building.
ADAM
So,... Why are we staring at a
burning church?
DANTE
Have patience, Adam. It means we’re
close.

2.

HUNK
Well, let’s go find the
bloodsuckers already.
DANTE
No. First we must count our
blessings.
Hunk rolls his eyes.
HUNK
Please tell me you’re not getting
all religious again.
DANTE
We must have faith in a higher
power if we are to fight the threat
before us. Don’t you agree?
HUNK
Yeah, sure. Whatever.
Dante places the tip of his sword to the ground and kneels,
bowing his head.
He begins to speak in Latin.
DANTE
(Dear Father, defend us from
this evil that we are now
about to face. Let us have the
strength to defeat them... And
send them back to the flaming
depths of Hell where they
rightfully belong.)
Hunk looks to Adam, who then shrugs his shoulders.
DANTE
(In you, Father, we pray...
Amen.)
Clapping is then heard.
Dante raises his head.
He sees a vampire creature clapping to his prayer.
HEJOKUL
Well done, descendant of Helsing.

3.
HUNK
Who the fuck is this joker?
Dante arises pointing his blade to the vampire.
DANTE
Hejokul? Grandson of Vlad?
HEJOKUL
Yes. Too bad he will not be here to
see your blood spilt upon the
earth.
DANTE
Not today.
Hejokul laughs.
HEJOKUL
Release the Hellhounds!
Suddenly, snarling wolves can be heard.
ADAM
What was that?
Hunk raises an assault rifle.
HUNK
I don’t know, all I know is that
I’m pumping the Sum-bitches full of
silver.
The Hellhounds strike from the smoke attacking the three.
Hunk begins to fire at them.
Adam is shaking as he fires with his dual crossbows.
Dante has his attention focused on Hejokul.
HEJOKUL
Now that they are currently
occupied...
Two vampire soldiers fall from the sky with ragged and rusty
blades.
HEJOKUL
Kill him.
One of the soldiers strike, but Dante deflects the attack.
DANTE AND THE TWO SOLDIERS BEGIN TO FIGHT.

4.

Back to Adam and Hunk.
Hunk is blasting away at the Hellhound swarm.
HUNK
Take it all, BITCHES!!!
Hunk then runs out of ammo.
HUNK
Ah, shit!
ADAM
What?
HUNK
I’m out of ammo!
ADAM
I’ll cover you!
Adam then begins to cover fire.
Back to Dante.
Dante continues to deflect the attacks of the two vampire
soldiers.
He finally slashes one of Soldier #1’s arms.
SOLDIER #1
Agh!
Soldier #2 strikes at Dante.
Their blades clash.
HEJOKUL
Do not fail me, my brothers!
They both strike at Dante simultaneously.
Dante unsheathes his secondary sword.
He deflects both attacks!
Back to Adam and Hunk.
Adam continues to cover Hunk as he tries to reload.
Hunk finally reloads.

5.

HUNK
Ha, yeah.
Adam screams.
Hunk turns to see Adam struggling with a Hellhound.
The Hellhound is digging and chewing at Adam.
HUNK
No!
Hunk shoots the Hellhound dead.
Hunk runs to Adam’s assistance, while shooting at the
Hellhounds.
HUNK
Adam! It’s gonna be okay buddy,
you’ll be okay.
Adam coughs up blood.
ADAM
No, Hunk, I don’t think it will be.
HUNK
Don’t say that, you’re gonna be
fine, damn-it!
ADAM
We had a good run.
Adam dies.
HUNK
No!!!
Hunk grabs an incendiary grenade from Adam’s belt and pulls
the pin.
He tosses it at the remaining Hellhounds. THEY BURST IN THE
FLAMES.
Hunk sees Dante fighting the soldiers.
He rises to help but a bloody hand grabs him.
Hunk looks down to see a now vampire Adam.
Adam hisses and strikes.
Back to Dante.

6.

Dante hears Hunk screaming, and then a gunshot, but
continues to fight on.
He dodges the blade of Soldier #2 as it then impales Soldier
#1.
HEJOKUL
No!
Soldier #2’s blade is stuck in a now wounded Soldier #1.
They struggle to break free.
Dante jumps as he wields both silver blades.
He impales them, turning them to ashes.
He now rests for a moment.
Adam hisses behind him, about to strike.
Dante whips around with a bladed crucifix in hand, stabbing
him in the heart.
DANTE
Forgive me, brother.
Adam slowly burns to ashes...
HEJOKUL
What a shame. He had potential.
Hejokul begins to laugh.
DANTE
Both of my brothers are now dead,
because of you.
He takes a defensive stance.
DANTE
Now prepare to die.
HEJOKUL
Bring it!!!
Hejokul hisses as they charge toward each other.
THEY STRIKE!
CUT TO BLACK.

